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Company: Euroclear

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Division: Group Technology Services (GTS)

Your role:

We are looking for an enthusiastic Cloud Engineer who is eager to learn and keep extending his

technical expertise. As a part of our Public Cloud Team, you will have the opportunity to

design, develop and manage highly scalable, available and fault-tolerant cloud-based

solutions (native & hybrid). You will also be a key player on extending our cloud

capabilities following latest market technology and security trends. 

Your responsibilities will include:

As part of your role, you will have the following opportunities:

Manage and operate the cloud platform together with a team of cloud experts and

architects

Help us develop an effective cloud infrastructure by providing technical oversight and ensure

that best practices for security are implemented

Following infrastructure as code principles, contribute on automating cloud components and

integrate them in release pipelines

Collaborate with product teams to identify optimal solutions, design applications and ensure they

meet business needs 

Support the products releases going from lab environments to production

You will develop infrastructure as code on Azure using best practices and support
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implementations from development to production

As third line support you will help identifying issues to specific Azure services or the

Azure platform, and you will conduct in-depth diagnosis of problems

You will build new tools and automate to take the maximum benefit of the Cloud capabilities,

including automating tools for troubleshooting, diagnostic and others

You will cooperate with leadership on process improvement and strategic initiatives

You will also write and update technical documentation such as user manuals, system

documentation, technical standards and training materials

Requirements:

Proven work experience as Cloud Engineer or similar role

You have hands-on experience in governing Azure (Management Groups, Subscriptions,

Azure Policies, RBAC, security center

You have hands-on experience in cloud automation and deployment techniques (ARM

templates, Terraform, CI/CD

You understand the traditional IT architectures (Virtualization, Windows, Linux, Storage,

Containers)

You can propose high-available and fault-tolerant architectures that match our security

requirements

You have knowledge of networking and core internet protocols (. TCP/IP, DNS, SMTP,

HTTP and distributed networks)

You can design, implement and troubleshoot a technical hybrid cloud solution

Ability to build relationships with our customers 

Ability to influence and negotiate to achieve the defined goals

Ability to distinguish between quick wins and long-term goals. You know what, when and

where to check in order to guarantee quality



Ability to listen actively

Ability to reduce complex tasks and situations to clear and manageable items

Ability to communicate well (verbally and written) and to drive the team to take the right

decisions

Ability to work in a rapidly changing Agile environment

Nice to have:

Agile

DevOps

Git

PowerShell

Ansible

Kubernetes

Terraform
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